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The lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 protein complex regulates mitotic
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ABSTRACT
Some nuclear proteins that are crucial in interphase relocate during
the G2/M-phase transition in order to perform their mitotic functions.
However, how they perform these functions and the underlying
mechanisms remain largely unknown. Here, we report that a fraction
of the nuclear periphery proteins lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 (also
known as BANF1) relocate to the spindle and the cell cortex in
mitosis. Knockdown of these proteins by using RNA interference
(RNAi) induces short and fluffy spindle formation, and disconnection
of the spindle from the cell cortex. Disrupting the microtubule
assembly leads to accumulation of these proteins in the cell cortex,
whereas depolymerizing the actin microfilaments results in the
formation of short spindles. We further demonstrate that these
proteins are part of a stable complex that links the mitotic spindle to
the cell cortex and the spindle matrix by binding to spindle-associated
dynein, the actin filaments in the cell cortex and the spindle matrix.
Taken together, our findings unveil a unique mechanism where the
nuclear periphery proteins lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 are
assembled into a protein complex during mitosis in order to
regulate assembly and positioning of the mitotic spindle.
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INTRODUCTION
Mitotic spindle assembly and positioning are dynamic processes in
mammalian cells that require precise coordination of nuclear
disassembly, chromatin condensation, microtubule cytoskeleton
reorganization and microtubule–kinetochore connections during
entry into mitosis (Grill and Hyman, 2005; Kiyomitsu and
Cheeseman, 2012; Lancaster and Baum, 2011; Scholey et al.,
2003; Verlhac, 2011; Walczak and Heald, 2008). During these
processes, some nuclear proteins relocate to the spindle in order to
perform distinct roles (Fu et al., 2010; Galli et al., 2011; Luxenburg
et al., 2011; Markus and Lee, 2011; Orjalo et al., 2006; Tsai et al.,
2006; Weber et al., 2004; Wühr et al., 2008; Yi et al., 2011),
although the mechanisms are largely unclear.
Lamins, LAP2α (encoded by a splice variant of the TMPO

mRNA) and barrier-to-autointegration factor 1 (BAF1; also known
as BANF1) are components of the nuclear periphery in interphase
and play crucial roles in the nucleus, such as nuclear structure

maintenance, DNA replication and regulation of gene transcription
(Hutchison, 2002; Mekhail and Moazed, 2010). Lamins can be
classified as type A and type B and are the main components of the
nuclear lamina. A-type lamins, including lamin-A and lamin-C
(both encoded by LMNA; herein referred to as Lamin-A/C) are
found mainly in differentiated tissues, whereas B-type lamins
(lamin-B, encoded by LMNB1) are required for cell survival (Burke
and Stewart, 2013; Hutchison, 2002). LAP2α is a member of the
lamina-associated-polypeptide-2-family proteins, which are tightly
associated with the nuclear lamina (Burke and Stewart, 2002).
LAP2α forms a stable complex with lamin-A/C in the nucleoplasm
in interphase cells in order to maintain the cell in a proliferative state
by controlling localization and phosphorylation of the
retinoblastoma-associated protein (Rb) (Dechat et al., 2000;
Pekovic et al., 2007). LAP2α can also regulate the nucleoplasmic
lamin-A/C pool, but the mechanisms remains elusive (Gesson et al.,
2014). BAF1 is an evolutionarily conserved small protein that binds
to chromatin DNA and histones. It also binds to LAP2, emerin and
MAN1 (LEM) proteins on the inner nuclear membrane and
connects the nuclear envelope to chromatin. BAF1 might also
form a link between the nuclear envelope, the nuclear lamina and
chromatin (Güttinger et al., 2009). The function of BAF1 is so far
not very clear. It has been found to be required for chromosome
segregation and nuclear envelope assembly (Margalit et al., 2005).
BAF1 might also be an essential protein because RNAi-mediated
knockdown of BAF1 is lethal in Caenorhabditis elegans (Zheng
et al., 2000).

Mutations of lamin-A/C cause a variety of diseases called
laminopathies or nuclear envelopathies (Burke and Stewart, 2006;
Gruenbaum et al., 2005; Verstraeten et al., 2007), whereas a
mutation in BAF1 has been associated with a progeroid syndrome
(Puente et al., 2011). Although these proteins are nuclear in
interphase, and their roles have been extensively studied, how they
perform their distinct roles in mitosis at the molecular level remains
elusive. It is also unclear whether the related diseases are caused by
dysfunction of these proteins in interphase or mitosis during the cell
cycle. In this work, we report that lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 are
assembled into a stable complex in mitosis that regulates mitotic
spindle assembly and positioning.

RESULTS
Microtubule- and microfilament-dependent localization of
lamin-A/C, LAP2αandBAF1 to themitotic spindle and the cell
cortex
To investigate the mitotic roles of the nuclear periphery proteins
during the cell cycle, we studied the dynamic localizations of lamin-
A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 proteins that had been tagged with green
fluorescent protein (GFP) or other tags in HeLa cells. Under a
fluorescence microscope, we first observed that a fraction of lamin-
A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 relocated to the cell cortex and the spindleReceived 13 October 2014; Accepted 15 June 2015
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in mitosis, although some LAP2α and BAF1 associated with the
chromosomes (Fig. 1A; supplementary material Fig. S1A). By
using immunofluorescent labeling, the endogenous lamin-A/C,
LAP2α and BAF1, as well as Myc-tagged lamin-A, were also
observed on the spindle and the cell cortex (Fig. 1B; supplementary
material Fig. S1B). When the cells were treated with nocodazole to
depolymerize microtubules, a proper mitotic spindle could not be
assembled and, because therewas no spindle towhich these proteins
could relocate, a large portion of these proteins only localized at the
cell cortex (Fig. 1C; supplementary material Fig. S1C), indicating
that these proteins were linked with the microtubules of both spindle
and spindle-pole asters. When the cells were treated with either
cytochalasin D to depolymerize the microfilaments or latrunculin A
to inhibit G-actin from polymerizing into the actin microfilaments,
the localization of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 to the cell cortex

and spindle was obviously disturbed (Fig. 1C), suggesting that
depolymerization of actin filaments causes withdrawal of these
proteins from the cell cortex and the spindle. The cells were also
treated with the myosin-II inhibitor Y-27632, which interrupts the
binding of myosin II to actin (Rosenblatt et al., 2004), and the results
showed that the localization of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 to the
cell cortex was abolished, and localization to the spindle was also
largely reduced (Fig. 1D; supplementary material Fig. S1D–G),
suggesting that disrupting the connection of myosin II with actin
filaments also induces withdrawal of these proteins from the cell
cortex and the basic structures of the spindle. Taken together, these
data indicate that a fraction of the lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1
pool localizes to the cell cortex and the spindle in a manner that is
dependent on the cross-interaction of actin filaments and
microtubules.

Fig. 1. Lamin-A/C, LAP2α andBAF1 localize to themitotic spindle and cell cortex in amicrotubule- andmicrofilament-dependentmanner. (A) HeLa cells
that transiently expressed GFP-tagged lamin-A (LA), LAP2α or BAF1 were fixed and immunostained with an antibody against α-tubulin. DNA was stained
with DAPI. Note that exogenous GFP–lamin-A, GFP–LAP2α and GFP–BAF1 localize to both the mitotic spindle (arrows) and the cell cortex (arrowheads).
(B) Endogenous lamin-A/C (LA/C), LAP2α, BAF1 and α-tubulin were immunostained using specific antibodies. DNA was labeled with DAPI. Note the spindle
(arrows) and cell cortex (arrowheads) staining of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1. (C) HeLa cells were treated with nocodazole to depolymerize microtubules, or with
cytochalasin D (CD) or latrunculin A to depolymerize actin filaments, followed by immunostaining for endogenous lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1. DNAwas labeled
with DAPI. Note that treatment with nocodazole largely reduced the localization at the spindle but not at the cell cortex (arrowheads) of lamin-A/C, LAP2α
and BAF1, whereas treatment with cytochalasin D and latrunculin A almost abolished the localization at the cell cortex (arrowheads) and substantially reduced the
localization at the spindle (arrows) of these proteins. (D) HeLa cells were treated with the myosin-II inhibitor Y-27632 to inhibit the interaction of actin with
myosin and were then immunostained for lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1. DNAwas labeled with DAPI. Note that this treatment abolished the localization at the cell
cortex and reduced the localization at the spindle (arrows) of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1. Scale bars: 10 µm.
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Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 are required for proper spindle
assembly
To determine the functions of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 at the
spindle and the cell cortex, we knocked down these proteins by
using RNAi and found that a reduction in the amount of these

proteins resulted in abnormal spindle assembly, as measured and
quantified in three assays (Fig. 2A,B; supplementary material
Fig. S2A). First, the percentage of multi-polar spindles was
increased (Fig. 2C); second, the number of the short spindles
(pole-to-pole spindle length <8 µm) was significantly increased

Fig. 2. Knockdown of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 affects proper spindle assembly and results in short spindle formation. (A) RNAi knockdown of lamin-
A/C (LA/C), LAP2α and BAF1 in HeLa cells. α-Tubulin (α-Tub) was probed as a loading control. (B) Cells with knockdown of lamin-A/C, LAP2α or BAF1 were
immunostained with an antibody against α-tubulin in order to visualize the spindles. DNA was labeled with DAPI. The left panel shows the cells with multipolar
spindles and the right panels show those with abnormal bipolar spindles in the protein-knockdown cells. Note that both the abnormal bipolar and multipolar
spindles are shorter than those in the control (Con) cells. (C) Statistical analyses of abnormal bipolar and multipolar spindles in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-
knockdown cells. In control cells, 95% of spindles were normal (bipolar) and only 5% were abnormal (multipolar). Three independent experiments were
performed, and 100mitotic cells were counted in each sample; *P<0.05, by ANOVA. (D) Cells with lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdownwere immunostained.
Note that the lamin-B spindle matrix (red) was obviously reduced and smaller than the spindle (green). (E) Percentage of cells with abnormal bipolar spindles in
lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown cells. A short spindle has been defined as less than 8 µm in length and a normal spindle as over 8 µm in length.
Three independent experiments were performed, and 300mitotic cells were counted in each sample; *P<0.05, **P<0.01. (F) Pole-to-pole spindle length analysis.
Three independent experiments were performed, and 200 mitotic cells were counted in each sample; *P<0.05, **P<0.01. Note that the average spindle length in
control cells was about 11 µm, whereas in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown cells the spindle length was reduced to less than 8 µm. (G) Statistical analysis
of unfocused abnormal bipolar spindles. The upper panel shows examples of the focused and unfocused spindles. The bottom panel shows the statistical results
from three independent RNAi knockdown experiments, and 300mitotic cells were counted in each sample; ***P<0.001. (H) Statistical analysis of the difference in
the distance of the two spindle poles from the nearest point at the cell cortex. The distance of the two spindle poles from the nearest point at the cell cortex was
measured by using ImageJ software. Note that in the knockdown cells, the difference in the distance was significantly increased, compared with the control.
(I) Analysis of the total amount of α-tubulin protein in the spindle. The intensity of the fluorescence of α-tubulin staining was measured by using ImageJ software.
Three independent experiments were performed, and 50 mitotic cells were counted in each sample, ***P<0.001. Data are means±s.d. Scale bars: 10 µm.
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(Fig. 2E); and third, the spindles were obviously not centered in the
cell (Fig. 2D). Cells that had been subjected to triple RNAi against
lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 were subsequently stained with an
antibody against lamin-B. Quantification by using microscopy
demonstrated that, although the treatment did not change the total
protein level of lamin-B (supplementary material Fig. S2B), the
lamin-B spindle matrix was obviously reduced (Fig. 2D). This result
supports the hypothesis that these proteins are involved in regulating
the spindle matrix assembly. We also found that knocking down
any of the proteins lamin-A/C, LAP2α or BAF1 reduced the
localization of the other two proteins to the spindle and cell cortex
(supplementary material Fig. S2B), indicating that the three
proteins work in a synergistic manner. Furthermore, the spindle
poles in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- and BAF1-knockdown cells
were significantly unfocused, and the spindles had swelled
(Fig. 2B,D,G). Remarkably, the length of the spindles was

reduced by 25–33% (Fig. 2F). In most of the knockdown cells,
the difference in the distance of the two spindle poles from the
nearest point at the cell cortex was also significantly increased
(Fig. 2H). Moreover, the amount of α-tubulin that had been
incorporated into the spindle microtubules in the knockdown cells
was also reduced, as quantified by measuring by the fluorescence
intensity with ImageJ software (Fig. 2I), suggesting that
microtubule formation had been compromised.

To understand whether lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 are
required for mitotic spindle assembly, we subjected cells that
expressed GFP–tubulin to cold temperatures, which disassembles
microtubules, and examined the ability of the mitotic spindle
microtubules to regrow after release at a warmer temperature. By
using live-imaging microscopy, we observed that, in control
metaphase cells, the microtubules re-grew to form a full-size
spindlewithin 10 min of release, whereas in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or

Fig. 3. Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 knockdown impairs microtubule regrowth. (A) Microtubule regrowth assay. Note that the microtubule regrowth was
obviously impaired in lamin-A/C (LA/C)-, LAP2α- and BAF1-knockdown cells. (B) Measurement of the relative intensity of microtubules in the spindle 10 min after
release from cold temperatures in the control and lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown cells. The intensity of the fluorescence of microtubules was measured
using ImageJ, and three independent experiments were performed. (C) Rescue of the spindle assembly defects in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- and BAF1-knockdown
cells by expressing RNAi-resistant lamin-A, LAP2α or BAF1 (asterisks). Note that the exogenous protein expression rescued the spindle assembly defects
caused by lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown in HeLa cells. (D) Quantification of the percentages of the metaphase cells with abnormal spindles. Three
independent experiments were performed, and more than 150 metaphase cells in each group were analyzed. (E) Quantification of the percentages of the
cells with multipolar spindles in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- and BAF1-RNAi knockdown and the equivalent rescue cells. Note that the exogenous protein expression
rescued the multipolar spindle defects caused by lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown in HeLa cells. Three independent experiments were performed, and
100 mitotic cells were counted in each sample. (F) Quantification of the cells with unfocused spindles in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- and BAF1-knockdown cells and the
equivalent rescue cells. Note that exogenous protein expression rescued the unfocused spindle defects caused by lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown in
HeLa cells. Three independent experiments were performed, and 100 mitotic cells were counted in each sample. (G) Quantification of the cells with shorter
spindles (a spindle length less than 8 µm) in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown cells and the equivalent rescue cells. Note that the exogenous protein
expression rescued the shorter spindle defects caused by lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- or BAF1-knockdown in HeLa cells. Three independent experiments were
performed, and 100 mitotic cells were counted in each sample. Data are means±s.d. Scale bars: 10 μm.
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BAF1-knockdown cells, the spindle did not regrow normally to
form the correct shape, and the intensity of the fluorescence of the
spindle was significantly lower (Fig. 3A,B), indicating that the

ability of the microtubules to regrow in lamin-A/C-, LAP2α- and
BAF1-knockdown cells was obviously impaired. Next, we tried to
rescue the spindle assembly defects by expressing GFP-fused

Fig. 4. Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 regulate mitotic spindle positioning and orientation. (A) The efficiency of RNAi-mediated triple-knockdown of lamin-A/C,
LAP2α andBAF1 (LA/C&BAF1&LAP2αRNAi) inHeLacells that stablyexpressedGFP–α-tubulin. The cells were transfectedwith siRNAs against lamin-A/C, LAP2α
and BAF1 simultaneously. Total protein lysates were immunoblotted with the antibodies against lamin-A/C (LA/C), LAP2α and BAF1. GAPDH was probed using a
specific antibody as a loading control. (B) Time-lapse observations of the control and lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells that stably expressed
GFP–α tubulin (green) and transiently expressed red fluorescent protein (RFP)-tagged histone 2B (red). Images were captured every 3 min. Note that the time from
metaphase to the end of telophase in control cells lasted about 30min, and that the spindle positioning and orientation were clearly normal. By contrast, in lamin-A/C,
LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells, the spindle randomly and rapidly roamed, and the metaphase–anaphase transition did not occur. (C) Lamin-A/C, LAP2α
and BAF1 triple-knockdown (triple RNAi) caused mitotic spindle rotation. α-Tubulin (α-Tub) and lamin-B1 (LB1) were immunostained with specific antibodies.
Different layers of the mitotic spindle along the z-axis (z1–z9 represent images taken through the z-axis) in control and in lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-
knockdown cells are shown. Note that the two spindle poles of the control cell localized in the same layer parallel with the coverslip surface; whereas in lamin-A/C,
LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells, one of the two spindle poles moved up and down along the z-axis. Scale bar: 10 µm. (D, upper panel) Schematic
showing the calculation of the elevation angleα=arctan (z/x). (Lower panel) Theelevation angles for cells shown inCwith statistical analysis of the elevation angle α in
x–z axes of the two spindle poles. Three independent experimentswere performed, n=100 cells per group; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. (E) Percentage of cells in
which the spindle position deviated in the x–y–z axes in the control cells and the single-, double- or triple-knockdown of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1. The live
cells shown inBwith distinct spindle positionswere counted. The left panel shows spindle spinning in thex–yaxes, whereas the right panel shows the spindle rotation
in the x–z axes. Three independent experiments were performed, n=200 mitotic cells per group; ***P<0.001. Columns 1–8 in D and E stand for control RNAi, BAF1
RNAi, lamin-A/CRNAi, LAP2αRNAi, BAF1and lamin-A/C doubleRNAi, lamin-A/C and LAP2α doubleRNAi, BAF1 and LAP2α double RNAi, and BAF1, LAP2α and
lamin-A/C triple RNAi, respectively. Note that more than forty of the spindles in triple-knockdown cells were abnormally positioned. Data are means±s.d.
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lamin-A, LAP2α and BAF1 to see whether the defects were due to
the knockdown of specific proteins. The results showed that
expression of these proteins greatly rescued the defects caused by
knockdown of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 (Fig. 3C–G). From

these results, it can be concluded that the spindle localization of
lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 is required in order to regulate
spindle microtubule dynamics and formation of the lamin-B
spindle, ensuring proper spindle assembly.

Fig. 5. Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 target the spindle to the spindle matrix by regulating the spindle matrix assembly. (A) The spindle matrix in the
control and lamin-A/C (LA/C), LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells. The cells were immunostained for α-tubulin (α-Tub) and lamin-B1 (LB1) with specific
antibodies. DNA was labeled with DAPI. Note that the lamin-B1 spindle matrix was much smaller than the spindle in lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-
knockdown cells. (B) Measurements of the relative amounts of lamin-B1 in the spindlematrix in control and lamin-A/C, LAP2α andBAF1 triple-knockdown cells by
using ImageJ (left panel), and the spindle matrix size is given in the right-hand panel. Three independent experiments were performed; n=100 cells per group,
***P<0.001. (C) HeLa cells grown in glass-bottomed dishes were co-transfected with GFP–LifeAct and mCherry–α-tubulin (mCherry–α-tub) vectors for 24 h
and processed for time-lapse microscopy. Note that GFP–LifeAct (green) labeled the spindle matrix (*) and the cell cortex (arrowheads), whereas mCherry–
α-tubulin was incorporated into the mitotic spindle (red). When the cell was treated with nocodazole at a concentration of 1 µg/ml, the spindle microtubules
were rapidly depolymerized, whereas the spindle matrix with GFP–LifeAct remained. The time (min) after treatment with nocodazole is given. (D) Lamin-A/C,
LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown does not interfere with mitotic spindle localization of SAFs. HeLa cells were transfected with siRNAs to knock down BAF1,
LAP2α, and lamin-A/C, followed by immunostaining with an antibody against NuMA. The knockdown efficiency was checked by staining of lamin-A/C with a
specific antibody. Note that NuMA still localized on the spindle in Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells, although the localization might not be
symmetrical compared with that of control. DNAwas labeled with DAPI. (E) HeLa cells grown in glass-bottomed dishes were treated with cytochalasin D (CD) for
30 min to depolymerize the actin filaments, or latrunculin A for 30 min to inhibit the microfilament polymerization, and DMSO was used as a control. The cells
were immunostained with an antibody against lamin-B1 for the lamin-B spindle matrix (arrows) and an antibody against α-tubulin (α-Tub) for the spindle.
DNAwas labeled with DAPI. Note that treatment with cytochalasin D or latrunculin A substantially induced the lamin-B spindle matrix shrinkage (lamin-B spindle
matrix size to α-tubulin spindle size ratio <70%). (F) Statistical analysis of the lamin-B1 spindle matrix in the control (DMSO) and cytochalasin-D- or latrunculin-A-
treated cells with ImageJ. Three independent experiments were performed, n=100 cells per group; ***P<0.001. Data are means±s.d. Scale bars: 10 µm.
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Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 regulate mitotic spindle
positioning and orientation
Given that lamin-A, LAP2α and BAF1 knockdown can result in
aberrant spindle formation in cells (Fig. 2E), we knocked down
these proteins in HeLa cells that stably expressed GFP–α-tubulin in
order to follow the spindle dynamics with time-lapse microscopy
(Fig. 4A,B). Surprisingly, we found that the metaphase–anaphase
transition did not occur in cells in which lamin-A, LAP2α and
BAF1 had been simultaneously knocked down (Fig. 4B;

supplementary material Fig. S3A–D). The mitotic spindles were
short, collapsed, and moved and rotated randomly in x, y and z axes
in the cells, suggesting that the structure was not only severely
affected by knockdown of these proteins, but also the positioning
and orientation of the spindles. The cells were subsequently fixed,
and the rotation angles of the spindles relative to the horizontal
plane were measured (Fig. 4C,D; supplementary material Fig. S4).
In most of the knockdown cells, the angle [α=arctan (z/x)] of the
spindles in the x–z axis ranged from over 10° in single-protein-

Fig. 6. See next page for legend.
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knockdown cells up to 42° in triple-protein-knockdown cells,
whereas in the control cells the angle was not more than 7°
(Fig. 4D). We also observed that the percentage of the cells with a
deviation in spindle positioning was significantly increased in all
single-protein-knockdown cells, and especially so in double- and
triple-knockdown cells (Fig. 4D,E). These results indicate that
knockdown of lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 interrupts the
connection of the spindle with the cell cortex, resulting in the
spindle positioning and orientation failure, and the spindle roaming.
We also studied the relationship between the spindle

microtubules and the spindle matrix (Yao et al., 2012; Zheng,
2010) in lamin-A, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells. We
observed that the spindle matrix was not only small and
morphologically abnormal, but also that the spindle was
obviously swollen and separated from the lamin-B spindle
matrix in the knockdown cells due to the spindle matrix shrinkage
(Fig. 5A,B). Because it has been reported that some F-actin is
organized into a spindle-like F-actin structure in late meiosis I of
mouse oocytes (Azoury et al., 2008), to confirm the localization of
F-actin at the spindle area, we co-expressed GFP–LifeAct, which
specifically labels F-actin and mCherry–α-tubulin, in order to
label microtubules. By using time-lapse microscopy, we confirmed
that the actin filaments were at both the spindle area and the
cell cortex. When metaphase cells were treated with nocodazole
to depolymerize the spindle microtubules, we observed that

GFP–LifeAct still remained on the basic spindle structure, the
spindle matrix (Fig. 5C). We also immunostained one of the spindle
assembly factors (SAFs), NuMA (also known as NuMA1), and
found that the spindle localization of NuMA was not affected in
lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells (Fig. 5D),
indicating that knocking down lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 does
not prevent the SAFs from localizing to the spindle for spindle
assembly. Then, we treated the cells with cytochalasin D and
latrunculin A to depolymerize the actin filaments, and we
immunostained α-tubulin and lamin-B1 in order to observe the
spindle and the spindle matrix, respectively. We found that the
spindle matrix had significantly shrunk in cytochalasin-D- or
latrunculin-A-treated cells (Fig. 5E,F). Taken together, these data
indicate that lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 also connect the spindle
with the cell cortex and anchor the spindle to the spindle matrix by
connecting with the spindle-matrix-based actin filaments.

Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 are assembled into a stable
protein complex that links the spindle with the spindle
matrix and the cell cortex
Next, we decided to investigate how the lamin-A/C, LAP2α and
BAF1 proteins play roles in proper spindle assembly and
positioning, and connect the spindle with the spindle matrix.
Previous studies have shown that pulling and pushing forces
generated by astral microtubules contribute to the spindle
positioning and orientation (Laan et al., 2012). To test the
pulling and pushing forces, we firstly compared the spindle pole
astral-microtubule number and length in lamin-A/C, LAP2α and
BAF1 triple-knockdown and control cells. As expected, we found
that the number and length of the spindle pole astral microtubules
were greatly reduced in lamin-A, LAP2α and BAF1 knockdown
cells at prometaphase and metaphase (Fig. 6A,B). More
significantly, the astral microtubules in lamin-A/C, LAP2α
and BAF1 knockdown cells could not touch the cell cortex,
regardless of whether the spindle was symmetrical, asymmetrical
or abnormally localized (Fig. 6A,B; supplementary material
Fig. S4). These results are also consistent with those mentioned
above – that knocking down these proteins results in short
metaphase spindles (Fig. 2E,F).

As the lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 proteins co-localize on the
spindle and cell cortex, we attempted to determine whether they
function independently or synergistically. Cells that stably
expressed GFP–lamin-A (Fig. 6C) and GFP–BAF1 (Fig. 6D)
were synchronized in prometaphase by using nocodazole. The
GFP-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated using an antibody
against GFP, and the proteins that had co-immunoprecipitated with
the GFP-tagged proteins were probed with antibodies against
LAP2α, lamin-A/C or BAF1. The results showed that the
endogenous LAP2α and BAF1 proteins co-immunoprecipitated
with GFP–lamin-A, and endogenous lamin-A/C and LAP2α
co-immunoprecipitated with GFP–BAF1 (Fig. 6C,D), implying
that these proteins were in a complex. We also knocked down the
endogenous lamin-A/C in cells that stably expressed GFP–BAF1 by
using small interfering (si)RNA. We then arrested the cells at
prometaphase by using nocodazole, immunoprecipitated GFP–
BAF1 and used western blotting to detect LAP2α. The result
showed that knocking down lamin-A severely affected the binding
of LAP2α to GFP–BAF1 (Fig. 6E). Similarly, when endogenous
BAF1 was knocked down in GFP–lamin-A-expressing cells, the
binding of LAP2α to GFP–lamin-A was disrupted (Fig. 6F). From
these results, we conclude that lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 form a
stable protein complex.

Fig. 6. Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 form a stable protein complex that
links the spindle with the spindle matrix and the cell cortex. (A) Cells were
co-transfected with siRNAs for simultaneous knockdown of lamin-A/C, LAP2α
and BAF1 (BAF1&LA/C&LAP2 RNAi), and immunostained for α- and γ-tubulin
(α-tub and γ-tub, respectively) using antibodies specific for the proteins. DNA
was labeled with DAPI. The left and right panels showed prometaphase and
metaphase cells, respectively. Note that the astral microtubule length was
much shorter in lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cells than in
control cells. Most of these astral microtubules in the triple-knockdown cells
could not reach the cell cortex. (B) Endogenous lamin-A/C, LAP2α, BAF1 were
knocked down simultaneously in HeLa cells. Expression of red fluorescent
protein (RFP)-tagged histone 2B was used as a transfection and chromatin
indicator. A construct encoding GFP–EB3, which binds to the positive-end of
microtubules, was transfected 24 h after the siRNA transfection, and images in
different layers along the z-axis of live cells were taken. Boxed areas
correspond to the zoom images. Note that the astral microtubules could not
effectively link to the cell cortex in lamin-A/C, LAP2α, BAF1 triple-knockdown
prometaphase and metaphase cells, although they were dynamic (arrows),
and in the control prometaphase and metaphase cells, the astral microtubules
could effectively link to the cell cortex (arrowheads, also see the related full
montages in supplementary material Fig. S4). Images were taken at the
indicated times (minutes:seconds), time zero represents the beginning of
image capture. (C–F) Lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 are in a complex inmitosis.
HeLa cells stably expressing GFP–lamin-A (GFP–LA; panel C) and
GFP–BAF1 (D) were synchronized into prometaphase by using nocodazole
(+ Noc), and the GFP proteins were immunoprecipitated with an antibody
against GFP. The co-immunoprecipitated proteins were probedwith antibodies
against BAF1 and LAP2α by western blotting. Cyclin B1 in the total lysate
(Lysate Cyc.B1) was labeled as mitosis indicator and protein loading control.
(E) Lamin-A/C was knocked down in HeLa cells that stably expressed
GFP–BAF1. The cells were synchronized in prometaphase by using
nocodazole. The GFP–BAF1 proteins were immunoprecipitated and the
co-immunoprecipitated proteins were probed with antibodies as indicated.
Lysate cyclin B1 and GAPDH were probed as a mitosis indicator and protein
loading control, respectively. (F) BAF1 was knocked down in HeLa cells that
stably expressed GFP–lamin-A (GFP–LA), and the cells were synchronized in
prometaphase by using nocodazole. GFP–lamin-A was immunoprecipitated
with an antibody against GFP, and the co-immunoprecipitated proteins were
probed with the antibodies against LAP2α and BAF1. α-Tubulin and cyclin B1
were probed in the total lysates as a protein loading control and mitosis
indicator, respectively. Con, control; LA/C, lamin-A/C.
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Fig. 7. The mechanism by which the lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 complex regulates the mitotic spindle assembly, positioning and orientation. (A) Cells
with lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown were immunostained for dynein using an antibody specific for the dynein heavy chain. DNAwas labeled with
DAPI. Note that in the control cell, dyneinwas concentrated in the spindle (arrows) and the cell cortex area nearest to the spindle poles (arrowheads). However, in
the lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-knockdown cell (BAF1&LA/C&LAP2 RNAi), the localization of dynein in the cell cortex was uneven, and its localization at
the spindle became more condensed and aggregated (arrows). (B) Quantification of the percentages of the metaphase cells with asymmetrical localization of
dynein at the cell cortex. Three independent experiments were performed; **P<0.01. Data are means±s.d. (C) GFP–BAF1 was immunoprecipitated with an
antibody against GFP from the lysate of mitotic HeLa cells that stably expressed GFP–BAF1, and the co-immunoprecipitated proteins were probed with an
antibody against dynein heavy chain (DHC) (panel 1); the cell lysate was immunoprecipitated with an antibody against DHC and the co-immunoprecipitated
proteins were probed with an antibody against GFP to detect GFP–BAF1 (panel 2). Note that both BAF1 and DHCwere co-immunoprecipitated, suggesting that
BAF1 links the lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 complex to dynein. (D) The IgG domain of lamin-A/C (LA/C) binds to actin filaments in the cell cortex and spindlematrix.
The upper panel shows a diagram of the relevant domains in lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1, whereas the lower panel shows the location of the lamin-A/C IgG
(GFP–LA IgG) domain when expressed. Note that the IgG domain of lamin-A/C was concentrated in the spindle area (arrows) and the cell cortex (arrowheads).
α-tub, α-tubulin. (E,F) Lamin-A/C binds to actin filaments in double-thymidine released mitotic cells. GFP–lamin-A was immunoprecipitated, using an antibody
against GFP, from the lysate of mitotic HeLa cells, and the co-immunoprecipitated proteins were probed with an antibody against actin. Note that lamin-A/C
(GFP–LA) and actin were co-immunoprecipitated. (G) Amodel to elucidate themechanism by which the lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 complex (L/L/BAF1 complex)
regulates the mitotic spindle assembly, positioning and orientation. When the cell enters mitosis, lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 disassociate from the interphase
nuclear periphery, and relocate to themitotic spindle and cell cortexwhere they forma stable protein complex that binds to actin–myosin filaments through the IgG
domain of lamin (steps 1 and 2). Simultaneously, the protein complex binds to the motor protein dynein on the spindle and astral microtubules through BAF1,
resulting in connection of the astral microtubules with the cell cortex (step 1) and the spindle microtubules with the spindle matrix (step 2). Through a balance of
pulling and pushing forces between the spindle and the cell cortex, which is generated by dynein, the spindle is properly positioned and orientated in the cell (step
3). When a microtubule-disassembly-inducing drug is used to disrupt the spindle and astral microtubules, the connection of the spindle with the cell cortex and
spindle matrix is disrupted (step 4). Accordingly, the chromosomes and the spindle matrix lose their original position and randomly localize in an area of the
cytoplasm, whereas the lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 complex and dynein concentrate in the cell cortex (step 4). When a drug is used to specifically disassemble
actin–myosin-II filaments, the connection of the spindle with the cell cortex and spindle matrix is disrupted, leading to withdrawal from the cell cortex of the aster
microtubules with the lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 complex and to the formation of a swollen short spindle and the shrinkage of the spindlematrix, which associates
with lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1 complexes and dynein proteins (step 5, arrows).
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To understand how knocking down the lamin-A/C, LAP2α and
BAF1 protein complex results in disconnection of the mitotic spindle
from the cell cortex and spindle matrix, we immunostained the cells
with an antibody specific for dynein (recognizing dynein heavy
chain, DHC), one of the pulling-force generators (Kozlowski et al.,
2007; Laan et al., 2012). We observed that a fraction of dynein was
concentrated in the spindle and the cell cortex areas opposite to the
spindle poles in the control cells, whereas the cell cortex location of
dynein proteins was changed in lamin-A, LAP2α and BAF1 triple-
knockdown cells (Fig. 7A,B). Therefore, we performed a co-
immunoprecipitation assay by using a diluted lysate of mitotic cells
that stably expressed GFP–BAF1, and found that BAF1 and dynein
could be co-immunoprecipitated (Fig. 7C). We also investigated how
the protein complex links the astral microtubules to the cell cortex,
and the spindle microtubules to the spindle matrix. Because it is
known that lamin-A/C has an IgG domain that can directly interact
with actin filaments and that LAP2α directly binds to lamin-A/C and
BAF1 (Dechat et al., 2000; Simon et al., 2010), we first expressed the
lamin-A/C IgGdomain (from amino acid residues 425 to 525), which
had been tagged with GFP, in cells to determine the localization of
this IgG domain. The results clearly showed that the IgG domain
localized in the cell cortex and the spindle area (Fig. 7D), and that
lamin-A/C and actin could be co-immunoprecipitated in mitotic cells
(Fig. 7E,F). Because previous studies have shown that the lamin-A/C
IgG domain can bind to actin in vitro, this lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1
protein complex probably binds to actin filaments in the cell cortex
and in the spindle matrix through the IgG domain of lamin-A/C
proteins. Taken together, these results indicate that the lamin-A/C–
LAP2α–BAF1 protein complex binds to actin filaments of the cell
cortex through lamin-A/C, and to microtubules of the aster and
spindle through interaction of BAF1 with microtubule-associated
dynein proteins.

DISCUSSION
The disassembly and reassembly of the nucleus is dynamic during
the cell cycle. Along with disassembly of the nucleus during
mitotic entry, the nuclear envelope becomes fragmented and
disperses into the cytoplasm, whereas its chromatin condenses into
chromosomes. The mitotic spindle is another dynamic organelle
during the cell cycle. It also assembles at mitotic entry and
connects with the kinetochores of the chromosomes. It is known
that some proteins shuttle between the nucleus and the spindle
during the cell cycle in order to perform distinct functions,
although few of these proteins and functions are recognized.
NuMA is an example of such a protein, which is localized at the
interphase nucleus and might function to maintain the nuclear
structures (Harborth et al., 1999); however, in mitosis, it relocates
to the spindle and serves as one of the SAFs to regulate spindle
assembly (Clarke and Zhang, 2008; Wiese et al., 2001). Another
example is the lamin-B protein, which contributes to the assembly
of the nuclear periphery, to the maintenance and function of the
nuclear lamina in interphase, and to the structure and function of
the spindle matrix in mitosis (Tsai et al., 2006). Therefore, the
shuttling of proteins from the interphase cell nucleus to the mitotic
cell organelles in order to perform distinct functions is essential;
the shuttling of proteins is also a common event in the varying
phases of the cell cycle. However, many of these proteins, and their
distinct functions at different organelles at different stages of the
cell cycle are, so far, largely unknown.
Here, we found that the nuclear periphery proteins lamin-A/C,

LAP2α and BAF1, which play crucial roles in maintaining the
interphase nuclear structure and function (Gruenbaum et al., 2005;

Hutchison, 2002; Simon and Wilson, 2011), are relocated to the
mitotic spindle and the cell cortex in mitosis to regulate mitotic
spindle assembly and positioning. However, how these proteins
perform their mitotic function is, so far, not very clear, although it is
known that they are assembled into a protein complex. Nevertheless,
owing to the fact that LAP2α can directly bind to lamin-A/C and
BAF1 through its C-terminus and LEM domain, we propose that they
directly form a protein complex in order to perform their functions
during mitosis; however, we do not exclude the possibility that other
factors could have a role. Furthermore, because lamin-A/C has an IgG
domain that might bind to actin, we believe that this protein complex
binds to the actin filaments in the cell cortex and the spindle matrix
through lamin-A/C.Moreover, because BAF1 can directly bind to the
microtubule-associated protein dynein, we propose that BAF1 targets
the protein complex to the microtubules through interaction with
dynein. Consequently, in mitosis, this protein complex might target
itself to the microtubules of the mitotic spindle and/or pole asters
through the interaction of BAF1 at one site with the microtubule-
associated dynein, and then link the spindle to the cell cortex and
spindle matrix through interaction of lamin-A/C at another site with
the actin filaments on both the cell cortex and the spindle matrix.

Based on these results, we propose a unique model in order to
illustrate the mechanism of how the lamin-A/C–LAP2α–BAF1
complex functions to regulate mitotic spindle assembly and
positioning in mitosis (Fig. 7G). During the G2/M phase
transition, lamin-A/C, LAP2α and BAF1 disassociate from the
interphase nuclear periphery and assemble into a stable complex.
This protein complex binds to the actin–myosin filaments in the
cell cortex to anchor itself to it. Simultaneously, the protein
complex binds to dynein on the microtubules of the spindle and
pole asters, resulting in the connection of the aster microtubules to
the cell cortex. Through a balance of pulling and pushing forces
between the spindle and the cell cortex, which are generated by
dynein, the spindle is properly positioned and orientated.
Collectively, this work might have important implications in
understanding how the nuclear periphery proteins perform distinct
functions in interphase and mitosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies
Two antibodies against BAF1 (sc-166324 and sc-33787) were obtained
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA), and two monoclonal
antibodies against γ-tubulin and α-tubulin (T3559 and T9026) were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Antibodies against lamin-B1 (ab16048),
NuMA (ab10530), LAP2α (ab66588), dynein heavy chain (ab6305) and
lamin-A/C (ab8980) were obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, UK).
Secondary antibodies used were Alexa-Fluor-488 donkey anti-mouse IgG,
Alexa-Fluor-546 donkey anti-mouse IgG, Alexa-Fluor-546 donkey anti-
rabbit and horse radish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-rabbit or
anti-mouse IgG were obtained from Invitrogen. Two additional antibodies
against lamin-A/C and GFP were generated in-house by immunizing rabbits
with GST-tagged lamin-A/C peptide (amino acid residues 425–525) and
His-tagged GFP. All animal experiments were performed according to
approved guidelines.

Cell culture and siRNA transfection
HeLa cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/
ml streptomycin (all from Hyclone) at 37°C and 5% CO2. Subclones of
HeLa cell lines that stably expressed GFP–α-tubulin, GFP–BAF1 and GFP–
lamin-A were generated by selecting with G418. To synchronize cells into
mitosis for immunoprecipitation assays or immunofluorescence labeling,
HeLa cells were treated with thymidine, released for 10 h, and then
supplemented with 100 nM/ml nocodazole for another 6 h. RNAi
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experiments were performed by using siRNAs against BAF1 (number 1 5′-
CAGUCACUGUCCUUGUAAATT-3′, number 2 5′-GCCAGUUUCUG-
GUGCUAAATT-3′ and number 3 5′-GGCUGGGAUUGGUGAAGUC-
TT-3′), lamin-A/C (number 1 5′-GCUGCGCAACAAGUCCAAUTT-3′,
number 2 5′-CCCUUGACUCAGUAGCCAATT-3′ and number 3 5′-
CACCAAAGUUCACCCUGAATT-3′), LAP2α (number 1 5′-GCAG-
AAUGGAAGUAAUGAUTT-3′, number 2 5′-GCAGAUGUCAAGU-
CAGAAATT-3′ and number 3 5′-CAGGAAGCUAUAUGAGAAATT-
3′). For RNAi rescue experiments, the genes encoding lamin-A/C,
LAP2α and BAF1 were cloned and inserted into the RNAi-resistant
GFP-C2 vector. The primers used to generate the RNAi-resistant vector
were as follows: BAF1, number 1 5′-CAATCGCGAGATTGATTTGGT-
3′, number 2 5′-GGACAATTCCTAGTTCACAAG-3′ and number 3
5′-CTAGCCGGAATCGGCGAGGTT-3′; lamin-A/C, number 1 5′-CT-
ACGAAATAAATCTAACGAAGAT-3′, number 2 5′-AAAACTCTCG-
ATTCCGTCGCA-3′ and number 3 5′-CCTCCGAAGTTTACGCTAA-
AG-3′; LAP2α, number 1 5′-CAAAACGGTAGCAACGACTCA-3′,
number 2 5′-AGGGAATAAGTGAACTCACTA-3′ and number 3 5′-AG-
AAAACTCTACGAAAAGAAG-3′.

Immunofluorescence microscopy
Cells were grown on coverslips and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde or 10%
trichloroacetic acid at room temperature for 15 min. The cells were
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 min and incubated with
primary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. After washing in PBS, the
cells were incubated with secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature.
Coverslips were mounted with Mowiol with 1 mg/ml DAPI for DNA
staining, and analyzed with standard FITC and TRITC, Rhodamine and
DAPI filter sets on a ZEISS 200 M immunofluorescence microscope.
Images were captured with cool CCD and Axiovert image software.

Live-cell imaging and microscopy
HeLa cells that stably expressed GFP–α-tubulin or transiently expressed the
indicated GFP-, YFP- or mCherry-tagged proteins were plated in glass-
bottomed dishes and directly processed for live imaging. Data were acquired
by using a DeltaVision live-cell imaging system (Applied Precision)
equipped with an Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope and a 60×/1.42 oil
objective. Images of the fixed cells were captured by using a CoolSnap HQ2
CCD camera equipped with a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope, and
different z-sections were deconvolved by using the SoftWorx suite and
maximum intensity projections.

Microtubule regrowth assay
Mitotic cells that had been transfected with control siRNAs, or siRNAs
against lamin-A/C, LAP2α or BAF1 were treated on ice for 40 min to
completely depolymerize the microtubules; then the cells were released into
warm medium to allow microtubule regrowth for the times indicated. Then,
the cells were fixed and immunostained with an antibody against α-tubulin.

Immunoprecipitation
HeLa cells were lysed in RIPA buffer or lysis buffer, comprising 1% NP-40,
20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mMNaCl, 0.5 mM EGTA, 10 mMNaF and
1 mMPMSF.Mitotic cells were isolated by using treatment with Nocodazole
and then shaking the cells off of the cell culture; mitosis was confirmed by
DNA staining and western blotting of phosphorylated histone H3 at residue
Ser10 (supplementary material Fig. S4E–G). For immunoprecipitation,
mitotic HeLa cells that transiently expressed GFP–BAF1 or GFP–lamin-A
were harvested by shaking them off; cells were then lysed at 4°C for 30 min
and centrifuged. The supernatant of the cell lysatewas incubatedwith protein-
A beads coupled with an antibody against GFP for 4 h at 4°C. The beads
were collected by centrifugation and washed with RIPA buffer. The
immunoprecipitated proteins were separated by using SDS-PAGE gels and
were then immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies.
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